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Phototheca Pro is the program to edit photographs and audio and videos. It has many features, including support for RAW files and images imported from your camera or iPhone. In addition, you can change colors, add filters and text, crop or rotate images, and change the order and layout of the
photographs. You may tag them with keywords and place them in different albums. You may also add text to images by using the crop tool. The app supports HEIC files, allowing you to import them directly from your camera or iPhone. You dont need to utilize third-party software to make small or
significant adjustments to a photograph. You may edit faces too. You may also paste images to the web or social network sites through the web uploader. Other useful features are the support of vertical and horizontal pictures, panning and changing the camera angle, and the support of multitouch.
Phototheca Pro offers a library that allows you to easily manage your images. You may check them out and leave them for a few days or a few weeks. You dont need to view them first before uploading or sharing them. You can share them to different sites as you like. It also lets you edit, organize,
and locate your photographs. You may organize your photos based on where they were taken or by the people in the shots. You can also assign keywords to your images so that they are easier to find. Other features that you can use with this app include the support of both vertical and horizontal
pictures, cropping, changing the camera angle, and panning. You may also upload your images to the web through the built-in web-uploader.
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The trial version of Phototheca is absolutely free. You can either use it to locate and add photos to your album or drag them into the window, sort them according to date, and then work with them. Thanks to the program, you can also print photos. You can sort your images either by assigning them
to a specific place in the calendar or by tagging them with one of their keywords. You can select specific dates, as well, the months, years and days, in which to group the images. You can also search your entire collection by geolocation. Additionally, Phototheca is compatible with several popular

software applications. With it, you can import photos from your phone, tablet, or digital camera. As an alternative, you can also import your images from popular websites, which are supported by the program. You can also share them on various social media accounts, as the application works with
various networks such as Flickr, Facebook, Twitter, and Google Photos. You can also do so to a printer. Perhaps the best feature of Phototheca is its integrated photo gallery. You will find it automatically upon installation. From there, you can navigate your images according to date and geolocation, as

well as by type of file, as the program categorizes images by file type. You can sort your photos by date, title, or keywords. You can even select the number of thumbs that an image will use. You can also view the gallery in the calendar format. You can filter your galleries to only show photos taken
under specific conditions. 5ec8ef588b
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